
Jefferson’s Garden 

Discussion/Essay Questions 

 

1. In the play, freedom has a different meaning to each of the characters. Which character’s 
definition of freedom do you relate to the most? 

2. Timberlake Wertenbaker’s main goal was to highlight the experiences of people involved in the 
American Revolution. Why do you think she chose to write the play in this way, rather that focus 
specifically on the war? 

3. Do Christian’s views on liberty change during the play?   
4. Are Christian’s views on liberty realistic for the time period of the American Revolution?  
5. What is the significance of the title Jefferson’s Garden, and what does Thomas Jefferson’s actual 

garden symbolize in the play? 
6. What prevents Christian from understanding Susannah’s point of view? 
7. Susannah ends up choosing her freedom and identity over her love for Christian. Can you relate 

to Susannah’s fight to gain and keep her identity? 
8. Are Christian and Susannah genuinely in love? Does race matter to Christian? 
9. Why does Christian feel like he owes so much to Thomas Jefferson?  
10. Is Christian’s fight for liberty influenced by what he wants personally, or what he wants for the 

American people? 
11. Does Christian regret leaving his family to fight in the war? If so, at what point in the play does 

he start to regret his decision? 
12. Historically, the relationship between Sally Hemings and Thomas Jefferson provides some 

insight into Thomas Jefferson’s complicated views about slavery. Why do you think the author 
decided to give Sally such a minor role in the play?  

13. What contributions did Quakers, African Americans and Founding Fathers make toward the fight 
for freedom in the play? Are we still affected by the contributions of these groups today? Why 
or why not? 

14. Is the play more critical or supportive of the fight for liberty during the American Revolution? 
15. How does Imogen’s influence on Christian shape him morally? 
16. What obstacles does Christian face in trying to get his point across to Jefferson and Mason? 
17. When Christian later returns to Maryland, how has his life changed compared to when he left?  

Have the lives of his family members changed? 
18. With ongoing racial protests and political unrest in 2018, how are the ideas raised in the play 

relevant in America today? 
19. How do you think Thomas Jefferson’s views on freedom would change if he knew how our 

society functioned today?  
20. Why are the Quakers significant in Jefferson’s Garden?  

 


